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In this exhibition Imre Benkő recalls two distinct schools of documentarian photography. But not only

that, he also manages to revitalise the form of expression of both schools. One  school, Street 

Photography, emerged in America after the Second World War. The movement, which embraces 

Andreas Feininger’s and Robert Frank’s streetscapes and William Klein’s street kids playing with a gun,

brought classic American documentarianism nearer to a European form of expression –  and not by

chance. In America documentarian photography – like the press and fashion photo – expressed itself 

for a long time through Straight Photography, which was raised to a canon by Edward Weston, Paul 

Strand, Ansel Adams and others in the twenties and thirties. 

This form of expression was characterised by a carefully levelled large camera on a stand, correcting 

perspective, a large format negative (usually 8” x 10”), technically absolutely perfect prints and 

arranged scenes. From these technical definitions, from the camera syntax, it followed that this style 

exuded some kind of noble finality, and this on the one hand increased the authenticity and 

“objectivity” of the photographic establishment of facts, while on the other it was quite rigid and 

limited. Disciples of Street Photography above all wanted to go beyond this: they strove to express 

personal visual statements in a similar photographic language to that of Europe. 

In Europe photography as art had taken a different route from that in America. Under the influence 

of Rodchenko, Moholy-Nagy, El Lissitzky and other avant-garde artists using photography for their 

graphic works (book illustrations, posters) as well as the cinematic art that was being born in Europe 

around this time, another type of dynamic and exciting style developed in both documentarian 

photography and press photography. The camera syntax for this was completely different. A small 

camera was used, which was held by hand. These artists made use of the “distortions” of the wide-angle

lens for portraying people as well; they boldly used unusual viewpoints – the worm’s-eye view and 

the bird’s-eye view, that is a steep view from below and an almost vertical view from above, and the 

exciting effects of a tilted horizon. In Hungary this documentarian school was excellently 

represented by Károly Escher and Judit Kárász.

Imre Benkő is directly linked to these  schools, and also steps beyond them creatively. I’m not just 

thinking of his panoramic shots (I’ll come back to these later), but also his “traditional” shots enlarging 



a whole Leica-format frame are more daring than usual. Here there are examples of using the exciting 

distortions of an ultra wide-angle lens with a focal length of 20 mm, as well as of the daringly  and 

aesthetically  tilted horizon. Anyway, there is hardly a shot which is not taken from below or above.

Benkő’s humour

Besides these signs of form  and naturally related to them , in some images something which is one of 

Benkő’s most subtle creative devices shines out: an ironic, but never hurtful, mild sense of humour. The

main pictorial source of this is the contrapuntal structure: the chance meeting of dream and reality on 

Benkő’s visual dissecting table.

The majority of the shots taken in the Hasid Jewish quarter of Brooklyn come to life in this strain. Especially 

to a Hungarian eye, there is something bizarre in how these people walk up and down in the immediate 

vicinity of the skyscrapers in their clothes evoking the Middle Ages, or at least the Age of 

Enlightenment, with their curly payess, as if in fancy dress  even more surprisingly, a few of them speak 

Hungarian! The photos which show their main characters together with their papier mâché dream figures are

in the same vein: the “Big Black Queen” in the virtual shooting gallery and besides her the figure of the 

“Goddess of Revolution”; and the cassette seller with his artistically tattooed biceps in front of a 

Schwarzenegger poster shot in Hungary. And the same duality can be found in a print of a Manhattan sex 

shop window displaying an inflatable, receptively pouting, hairy-chested, life-sized male doll designed for 

use by men, and his female counterpart for use in any position. In front of it there are the emblematic 

figures of two men with different skin colours and bored faces, not showing the slightest interest in each 

other or the shop window. And there is something of this mild, ironic humour but in his other images, too, 

although less directly  which is a pretty rare gift in photography.

Normal and peripheral vision

Returning to the image-making devices, I believe the boldest innovation of form is best shown in the 

panoramic shots. Once again it’s about one of the rules of camera syntax, or rather creatively violating this 

rule. The usual format of a photograph is a rectangle whose sides do not exceed the ratio of 1 to 1.5, as this 

adapts best to the human eye’s 40-45° normal visual angle. We know that the fixed viewpoint of the 

camera lens and the way the living human eye sees by wandering, resting only momentarily, flitting 

from here to there, and by connecting to the brain are entirely different from each other so that in principle 

it is impossible to produce photographically the image our eyes can see. Well, in spite of that  or perhaps 

exactly for that reason  how to make the image in a print approach what the human eye sees, and in our 



case how to achieve an effect with panoramic format that corresponds with the 140-150° angle of view 

of our peripheral vision, has always excited photographers. Well, I’ll tell you how it can be done: it can’t! 

It can’t because of the fixed “view” of the lens and the nature of the living, wandering eye, which varies the 

borders of sharp and peripheral vision from moment to moment. And exactly because in panoramic shots it 

can more clearly demonstrated that we also look at photographs in a wandering way, very interesting 

effects can be achieved.

The camera Benkő uses is a Russian made Horizont camera with a rotating lens system, with a frame ratio 

of 1 to 2.5, that is a 24 x 60 mm frame instead of the usual 24 x 36 mm Leica format (Benkő always 

enlarges even these in their entirety). The lens with an otherwise normal angle of view rotates to take in 

about 150° from left to right from the photographer’s viewpoint with the aid of a clockwork mechanism. (In 

parentheses, believe it or not a similar gadget was developed in the earliest days of photography in the mid-

1840s!) The special feature of shots made in this way is that the edges of the picture are  not “elongated” 

as with a fixed, non-rotary ultra wide-angle 120-140° lens – it does not give it steep perspective. But, so 

that life shouldn’t be so easy, due to the rotation it “bows” planes parallel with the plane of the film (for 

instance, a wall or a fence appears larger in the centre tapering towards the edges). This is because what is 

exactly in the central lines is the nearest to the lens compared to the plane of the film, and the rest the lens 

sees increasingly further away. So much for the photograph mechanically charting reality…

Benkő exploits precisely this “distorting” effect of the rotating panoramic shots in a creative way. We gain 

very beautiful, exciting, dynamic views through the combination of this panoramic effect with the forms 

of expression of the European documentarian and photojournalistic tradition: the tilted horizon, and the 

pictorial effects and leaning achieved by shooting from below. And the icing on the cake is turning the 

camera 90°, which creates a portrait format panoramic image, such as the shot taken in Central Park.

Benkő has photographed the events at the Diáksziget  (Student Island) on the old shipyard island in the 

Danube in Budapest since the inception of the music festival in 1993. He has used 150 reels of film, that is 

he had over 5,000 shots to choose from for the exhibition. And, additionally, as an ironic counterpoint, the 

shots from the 30 reels taken in New York in May 1999 are also displayed; I think they complement each 

other perfectly. I hope you will warmly receive these images, Imre Benkő’s modernly expressed visual 

sentences and personal confessions about longing but  sobering reality. 
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